ties Advisory Group described Prof. Gerald Wilson of the Faculty involving. He noted that six position papers have already been distributed and the committee plans to hold two special meetings of the faculty on December 10 and February 23 to discuss MIRV and other weapon-related research at the special laboratories.

KOTC reform

Eddidman presented a list of recommendations of the special committee on ROTC established by the 2.0cky last May. The committee, chaired by Prof. Fred McGarry, proposed that ROTC should not be set up in academic-type departments. Instead, an Office of ROTC Programs, responsible to the Provost, would be set up, with its programs and courses under the jurisdiction of a special ROTC committee. No academic credit would be given for two ROTC courses and only the heads of the three ROTC units would have the professorial rank (that of Visiting Professor) as required by law. Eddidman stated that the entire set of proposals would be presented to the faculty, for action later this year.

On the newspaper advertising issue, Bob McGregor of the Activities Council reported that the Continuing Committee on the Newsdesk was conducting a financial investigation into the publication of campus newspapers and had asked The Tech and Thursday to submit financial statements. He stated that neither committee could make any recommendations at this time and requested that the matter be placed on the agenda for the next meeting.

Finboard was conducting a financial investigation into the publication of campus newspapers and had asked The Tech and Thursday to submit financial statements. He stated that neither committee could make any recommendations at this time and requested that the matter be placed on the agenda for the next meeting.

At the end of the meeting

Dean Daniel Nyhart spoke on the nature and activities of the Dean's Office. Calling his office an educational rather than an administrative post, he stated that his office was currently examining student residential programs, self-government and participation in Institute governance, and ways to improve Institute-wide counseling resources.